Explore the Canadian Stamp Collection, and discover
some of Canada’s best-known musical artists.
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Look for the missing word or name on a postage stamp to complete
the crossword puzzle.
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HINT: Look at the yellow (culture) line between the years 2006 and 2014.
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Ginette _______________
At the age of 36, she was the youngest Quebec
recording artist ever to receive the Order of
Canada.
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Anne _______________
She was the first Canadian female solo singer
to reach #1 on the U.S. charts.
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Paul _______________
This Ottawa-born singer-songwriter emerged
in the 1950s to become one of North America’s
first teen idols.
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Robbie _______________
Known for his unique guitar-playing, his songs
ushered in an era of classic blues-rock and
influenced numerous musicians.
Canadian _______________
Since the 1780s, extraordinary Canadian musical
and theatrical talent has awed audiences across
the country and made its way around the world.
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k.d. _______________
This boundary-pushing artist from Alberta
was propelled to fame in the 1990s with her
breakout album, Ingénue.
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Shania _______________
This artist adopted the name “Shania” at age
24. Said to be Ojibwa for “on my way,” the name
reflected her stepfather’s heritage.

Oscar Peterson

Reflecting the world in which we live,
stamps give us a glimpse into our country’s
achievements, as well as important moments
in history. Stamps celebrate our artists and
athletes; they showcase our heritage and
highlight Canadian accomplishments.

The _______________ Hip
Around 11.7 million Canadians tuned in to
watch Gord Downie perform his last concert
with this band in 2016.

Answers:

STAMP
FIND
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Paul Anka
Robbie Robertson
Canadian Opera
k.d. Lang
Shania Twain
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Robert _______________
He was the first Quebec singer-songwriter to
use an electric guitar in his songs, and one of
the first to sing in French-Canadian slang.
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Édith _______________
This artist has been described as the “mother
of Acadian music.”

Beau Dommage
Édith Butler
Robert Charlebois
The Tragically Hip
Ginette Reno
Anne Murray
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Beau _______________
This 1970s Montreal rock band was known for
its unique harmonies and lyrics about daily life,
and was popular in both Quebec and France.

Once you have completed the crossword puzzle, the letters in the shaded
boxes will reveal the answer to the question below.
Who was the first living person, other than a reigning monarch,
to appear on a Canada Post stamp?
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